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ABSTRACT

The recent gravitational wave merger event, GW190521, has challenged our understanding of stellar-
mass black hole (BH) formation. The primary and secondary BH are both inferred to fall inside the
pair-instability (PI) mass gap. Here we propose that the formation of such binaries is possible through
gas accretion onto the BH remnants of Population III (Pop III) stars born in high-redshift (z > 10)
minihalos. Once the parent halo has grown to the atomic-cooling limit, even brief episodes of gas
accretion in the dense central regions of the halo can increase the masses of Pop III remnant BHs
above the PI limit. Starting with a BBH with an initial mass of O(100) M� we find that it would
only need to spend about 100 Myr in the inner few pc of an atomic-cooling halo to accrete about
50 M� of material and resemble a system similar to GW190521. The dynamical friction timescale
for the binary to sink to the dense inner region of its parent halo is comparable or shorter than the
accretion timescale required to increase their mass above the PI limit. Once in the core of the halo,
the binary can enter a phase of hyper-Eddington accretion, where it would only take a few thousand
years to exceed the PI limit through accretion. Even more massive BBHs could form through this
channel, and be detectable by detectors with improved low-frequency sensitivity. Single Pop III BH
remnants would also grow through accretion and could later form binaries dynamically. As little as
a few percent of Pop III BH remnants may be sufficient to match the rate of massive BBH mergers
inferred from GW190521 of 0.13+0.3

−0.11Gpc−3yr−1.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery of the binary black hole (BBH)
merger event, GW190521, by the LIGO/Virgo Collab-
oration (LVC) has challenged theoretical expectations
of the formation of BHs via stellar collapse (Abbott
et al. 2020a,b). With the primary and secondary mass
of 85+21

−14 M�, and 66+17
−18 M�, both components of this

BBH have masses above the pair-instability (PI) limit
(Woosley 2017). Although mergers of first-generation
BHs can lead to the formation of such massive BHs, the
subsequent ”hierarchical” merger of two of these BHs
would require extremely dense environments. These en-
vironments are rare but could be realized in denser stel-
lar clusters (Perna et al. 2019; Fragione et al. 2020; Ro-
driguez et al. 2020; Rizzuto et al. 2020) or in accretion
disks (McKernan et al. 2012; Tagawa et al. 2016; Tagawa
et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2019) in galactic nuclei. Other
theories for the formation of such masive BBHs range
from changes in nuclear reaction rates (e.g., Farmer et al.
2020), accretion of gas in protoglobular clusters (Roupas
& Kazanas 2019), gas accretion onto primordial black
holes (De Luca et al. 2020) to physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model (Sakstein et al. 2020).

Population III (Pop III) stars are stars with zero metal-
licity formed from pristine gas at the highest redshifts
(z & 10). Due to the lack of metals, fragmentation
is suppressed in the primordial gas, and massive stars
are expected to be born (e.g. Nakamura & Umemura
2001; Clark et al. 2011). These stars are expected to
have an initial mass function (IMF) that is much flatter

(e.g. Hirano et al. 2015) than the IMF in the low-redshift
universe (Salpeter 1955). They are also expected to be
born frequently as binaries (e.g., Sana et al. 2012; Turk
et al. 2009; Hirano et al. 2018; Chon & Hosokawa 2019).
The compact-object remnants of such stars would be
detectable with current ground-based gravitational-wave
detectors (Kinugawa et al. 2014; Inayoshi et al. 2016b).

Pop III stellar binaries have recently been proposed
as possible sources for remnant masses exceeding the
PI limit, due to their modified stellar evolution (Farrell
et al. 2020; Kinugawa et al. 2020). In this Letter, we
propose a possible alternative solution to the puzzlingly
large masses of the BHs seen in GW190521: the collapse
of binary Pop III stars leave behind binary BHs (BBHs)
which can accrete gas from the dense inner parts of their
parent halos and increase their masses above the PI limit.

The rapid growth of (single) Pop III remnant BHs1 via
accretion have long been discussed as a possible pathway
for the formation of supermassive (M & 109 M�) BHs
or their intermediate-mass seeds (see, e.g., the recent re-
view by Inayoshi et al. 2019, and references therein). The
growth to such large masses is generally disfavored due
to the effects of low ambient density caused by radia-
tive feedback (Johnson & Bromm 2007; Alvarez et al.
2009) and by supernova explosions of the progenitors in
the minihalo (Whalen et al. 2008), and also because the
BHs generally orbit away from the dense regions (Smith

1 In reality, this scenario also applies to remnants of Pop II stars,
too, as long as they have a flat IMF and leave BH remnants not
far below the PI limit.
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et al. 2018; Pfister et al. 2019). In the present context of
GW190521, only a much more modest growth – a mere
∼doubling of the masses of the original remnant BHs – is
required. Here we argue that such modest growth could
be naturally achieved via accretion.

2. BONDI-HOYLE ACCRETION ON TO A BBH

A BH with mass Mbh placed inside a gaseous
medium with density ρg will accrete at the
Bondi–Hoyle–Lyttleton (BHL, Bondi 1952; Bondi
& Hoyle 1944; Hoyle & Lyttleton 1940) rate given by:

Ṁbh =
4πG2M2

bhρg
(c2s + v2

rel)
3/2

, (1)

where cs is the sound speed in the medium and vrel is the
relative speed of the BH and the surrounding medium.
Throughout this work, we treat the BBH as a single point
mass, which is justified in the limit that the binary sepa-
ration is much smaller than the Bondi radius (e.g., Farris
et al. 2010; Antoni et al. 2019), as in our case (see below).

We assume a . 100 M� BBH is born as the remnant
of a binary Pop III star in a minihalo at high redshift
z & 15. The Pop III stellar progenitor (or other Pop III
star(s) in the same minihalo) can irradiate and evaporate
the ionized gas from the minihalo (Kitayama et al. 2004;
Whalen et al. 2004), and the remnant BH is likely to
find itself in a very low-density environment, unable to
accrete efficiently. However, efficient accretion can com-
mence once the host halo builds up to larger masses, after
a delay of order∼ 100Myr (e.g. Johnson & Bromm 2007).
Specifically, here we assume that this happens once the
BH’s host halo reaches the atomic-cooling threshold, i.e.,
a halo mass between 107−8 M� at z ∼ 10. The gas in
these halos cools efficiently via atomic H, builds up a
concentrated density profile, and the escape velocity from
such halos exceeds the ∼ 10 km s−1 corresponding to the
temperature of photoionized ionized gas. Following Ryu
et al. (2016), we adopt a gas density profile inside such
a halo parametrized by:

ng(r) =
nc

1 + (r/rc)2
, (2)

where nc and rc are the core particle number density
and radius of the halo. We adopt values of nc = 2.5 ×
1010cm−3 and rc = 0.003 pc, which is consistent with
high-resolution numerical simulations of atomic cooling
halos at high redshifts (e.g. Shang et al. 2010; Regan
et al. 2014; Wise et al. 2019). We conservatively assume
a constant temperature Tg = 104 K for the gas (in real-
ity, gas in the inner regions can be cooler once molecular
or metal cooling is activated and would yield higher ac-
cretion rates). We further adopt vrel = 10 km s−1, corre-
sponding to a typical orbital velocity in an atomic cooling
halo.

3. ACCRETION TIMESCALE TO MAKE A
GW190521-LIKE BBH

The timescale over which a BBH increases its total
mass to resemble GW190521 (taken to be 150 M�) de-
pends on its birth mass as well as on the density and
temperature of the ambient medium. Figure 1 shows this
timescale as a function of the galactocentric radius of an
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Figure 1. The timescale over which a BBH can accrete enough
material to resemble a system similar to GW190521. We assume
the BBH is traveling at vrel = 10 km s−1 inside a halo with gas
temperature of 104 K. This timescale depends on the density in
which the BBH resides. We show two cases for BBHs with initial
total masses of 80 and 20 M�. The 80 M� BBH requires to spend
about 100 Myr in the inner 3 pc of the atomic cooling halo to in-
crease its total mass to 150 M� while the BBH with an initial total
mass of 20 M� would need to spend several Gyrs at this radius
to reach 150 M�. The dashed lines show the dynamical friction
timescale for a BBH with a total mass of 20 and 80 M�. For
the lower-mass BBH, this timescale is shorter than the accretion
timescale required to bring the component masses of the BBHs to
resemble that of GW190521, while for the more massive BBH the
timescales become comparable. The dotted vertical lines indicate
the radius at which the BHL accretion rate exceeds the Eddington
limit for each of the BBHs. The dot-dashed lines indicate the ra-
dius inside which the BHL accretion enters exceeds 500 ṀEdd and
allows a phase of hyper-Eddington accretion at this rate (Inayoshi
et al. 2016a).

atomic cooling halo for two cases of BBHs with equal
component masses of 10 and 40 M� each (therefore, the
total mass of the BBH is 20 and 80 M�, respectively).

As this figure shows, a BBH composed of two BHs with
mass 40 M� that are below the PI limit would need
to spend only about 100 Myr in the inner O(1) pc of
an atomic cooling halo to increase its component masses
each by 35 M� to make the final total BBH mass about
150 M�. Note that this fiducial distance of a ∼pc is
comfortably far from the core of the halo. The density
at this radius is ∼ 105 cm−3, enclosing ∼ 105 M� of
gas, i.e., a few percent of the total gas mass in the halo.
A smaller BBH with a total mass of 20 M� would, on
the other hand, need to spend about 10 Gyr within a
sub-parsec scale from the center of such a halo to accrete
enough mass to increase its component masses to become
a BBH with a total mass of 150 M�.

Would a massive BBH actually sink into the dense re-
gions of the halo? A BH with massMbh would experience
a drag force due to both the dark matter and gas in the
halo in the direction of opposite its velocity vector, which
will result in the sinking of the BH in the center of the
halo. In our case, the BHL radius for the BBH’s mass is
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2GMbh/(c
2
s + v2

rel) ∼ 10−2pc. If the binary separation is
much smaller than this value, its center-of-mass should
experience a drag similar to a single point mass (Antoni
et al. 2019). The drag force due to the gas dominates
over that of dark matter (Ryu et al. 2016) and is given
by:

~adf = −4πGMbhρg(r)
1

v3
bh

× f(M) ~vbh, (3)

with the parametrization of the gas force on the Mach
number (M) given in Ryu et al. (2016). The correspond-
ing dynamical friction (DF) timescale can be computed
as τdf ∝ v/adf which results in

τdf(r) ≈ 2× 104

(
Mbh

M�

)−1
[

1 +

(
r

rc

)2
]

yr, (4)

with the prefactor assuming M = 1. The dashed lines
in Figure 1 show the DF timescale for both cases of a
BBH with a total mass of 20 and 80 M�. For the lower-
mass BBH, this timescale is shorter than the accretion
timescale required to bring the component masses of the
BBHs to resemble that of GW190521, while for the more
massive BBH the timescales become comparable.

What mode of accretion would such a BBH experience
when falling towards the dense inner regions of the halo?
The Eddington accretion rate for a BH, assuming 10%
radiative efficiency is given by:

ṀEdd = 2.2× 10−8

(
M

M�

)
M�yr−1, (5)

The radius inside which the BHL accretion rate exceeds
the Eddington limit is marked by the dotted vertical lines
in Figure 1. Inside this region, radiative feedback makes
accretion episodic and suppresses the time-averaged ac-
cretion rate below the Bondi rate, to a value near the
Eddington limit (Milosavljević et al. 2009; Park & Ri-
cotti 2012).

Similarly, the radius at which the BHL accretion ex-
ceeds 500 times the Eddington limit is shown by vertical
dot-dashed lines. This limit indicates where the BBH
enters a phase of hyper-accretion, in which case photon
trapping and rapid gas inflow suppress any negative ra-
diative feedback, because the radiation from the accret-
ing BH does not reach its gravitational influence radius.
The Eddington limit, in this case, no longer applies (In-
ayoshi et al. 2016a; Sakurai et al. 2016). In such cases,
only a few thousand years is required for a BBH with an
initial mass of about 100 M� to accrete enough gas to
resemble a system similar to GW190521.

4. PREDICTED MERGER RATE OF
GW190521-LIKE BINARIES FROM POP III

STARS

We next ask whether the extremely high redshift
Pop III star formation rate would be consistent with
the merger rate for GW190521-like systems, which
has been inferred from the LIGO observations to be
0.13+0.3

−0.11Gpc−3yr−1 (Abbott et al. 2020b). We adopt
a SFR density (SFRD) from Visbal et al. (2020) which
has a value between 10−4 and 10−5 M� yr−1 Mpc−3 at
z = 10−20, consistent with the constraint from the elec-
tron scattering optical depth τe measured by Planck (Vis-

bal et al. 2015), including effects of Lyman-Werner radi-
ation and setting a critical metallicity of 3× 10−4Z� for
Pop III star formation. We then convolve this SFRD
with canonical delay time distributions (DTD; see e.g.,
Safarzadeh & Berger 2019; Safarzadeh et al. 2019a,b):

R(z) =

∫ zb=z

zb=10

λ
dPm

dt
(t− tb − tmin)ψ(zb)

dt

dz
(zb)dzb, (6)

representing the time elapsed between the formation
of the progenitor stars and the merger of the BBH,
where dt/dz = −[(1 + z)E(z)H0]−1, and E(z) =√

Ωm,0(1 + z)3 + Ωk,0(1 + z)2 + ΩΛ(z). We use H0 =
67 km s−1 Mpc−1 for the Hubble constant, and Ωm,0 =
1−ΩΛ = 0.31 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016). Here, λ
is the number of GW190521-like BBH systems per mass
in Pop III stars, which we set to λ = 10−4 M�

−1; tb
is the cosmic time corresponding to redshift zb; dPm/dt
is the DTD, parametrized as a power-law distribution
(∝ tΓ) with a minimum delay time, tmin, with a maxi-
mum merging timescale of 100 Gyr (the exact value of
this maximum timescale does not affect our results). We
note that the canonical slope of Γ = −1 comes from as-
suming the separation a of binaries follows dN/da ∝ a−1,
known as Opik’s law. We note that although Opik’s law
applies to the separation of massive stars, population
studies of compact binary objects have shown Γ = −1
fits the merging timescale of the BBHs in the absence
of gas dynamics physics explored in this work (i.e. as-
suming pure GW-driven inspiral; Dominik et al. 2012).
It is possible that gas dynamics driven inspiral (Antoni
et al. 2019) affects the shape of DTD distribution for the
BBHs, which needs to be explored in future work (see
discussion below).

The result is presented in Figure 2. With this choice
of formation efficiency, and given the large uncertainty
in the inferred rate (shown in Figure 2 by the shaded
rectangle), a wide range of canonical DTDs is consis-
tent with the observed merger rate at the redshift of
GW190521. Note that the binaries merging at z < 1
via GW-driven inspiral (Peters 1964) had separations of
∼ 0.3 AU ∼ 10−6pc at z > 10, much smaller than the
BHL radius.

We also note that the adopted efficiency of λ =
10−4 M�

−1 is an upper limit since the Pop III SFRD
could be scaled up by nearly two orders of magnitude, de-
pending on the choice of the IMF and the escape fraction
of ionizing photons from massive stars, before the Planck
τe constraint is violated (Visbal et al. 2015; Inayoshi et al.
2016b). As a result, it is sufficient for a fraction as small
as a few percent of Pop III remnants to undergo gas ac-
cretion and still be consistent with the lower end of the
allowed range of rates inferred from GW190521. We note
that such mergers will result in GW background with a
spectral peak at a lower frequency (Inayoshi et al. 2016b).

5. DISCUSSION

Although here we have assumed a BHL mode of accre-
tion, the accretion can be through a disk if there is a den-
sity/velocity gradient in the ambient medium or angular
momentum is acquired in any other way. In this case,
a circumbinary accretion disk forms around the BBH,
which will result in bringing the binary’s mass ratio to-
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Figure 2. The predicted merger rate of GW190521-like systems
from the Pop III SFRD (Visbal et al. 2020) assuming different
delay-time distributions (DTDs) between formation and merger,
and adopting a formation efficiency of λ = 10−4 M�−1 for such
binaries. The grey shaded region is the redshift and merger rate
estimates for GW190521 (Abbott et al. 2020a). Any canonical form
of DTD can be adopted to explain the observed merger rate and
redshift of GW190521.

wards unity (e.g., Farris et al. 2014; Shi & Krolik 2015;
D’Orazio et al. 2016; Duffell et al. 2019). In their hy-
drodynamical simulations, Duffell et al. (2019) find the
following fitting formula for the ratio of accretion rates
onto the individual binary components:

ṁ2

ṁ1
=

1

0.1 + 0.9q
, (7)

where m1, and m2 are the primary and the secondary
component masses and q ≡ m2/m1 ≤ 1 is the mass ratio
of the binary. In this case, our results will be consistent
with q = 0.79+0.19

−0.29 inferred for GW190521 (Abbott et al.
2020b) and the best-fitting value of q = 1 found in a
re-analysis of LIGO data Gayathri et al. (2020) allowing
for non-zero eccentricities of the binary orbit but using
a sparser grid of template waveforms.

The reported effective spin of GW190521 indicates an
in-plane effective spin of χp = 0.68+0.25

−0.37, indicative of dy-
namical assembly. The error bars on the reported χp of
this system are large and mostly coming from the merger
and ringdown phase of the waveform. Moreover, the re-
ported χp value stems from not being able to match the
observed signal with other waveform templates and re-
lying on χp as an extra degree of freedom to allow for
a better fit to the observed signal. If this system is
born as a remnant of a binary Pop III stellar system,
we might expect their spins to be aligned with the or-
bital AM vector (Bogdanović et al. 2007); however, ac-
cretion onto the individual components through tilted
”minidisks” may not be confined to the plane of the cir-
cumbinary disk (Nixon et al. 2011), and interactions with
other flyby BHs can exert torques on a Pop III BBH lead-

ing to spin misalignment with the orbital AM.
Our simple estimate of the accretion rate here is based

on an illustrative toy model, mimicking the spherically-
averaged density profiles found in simulations of atomic
cooling halos. Three-dimensional simulations that have
attempted to follow the trajectories of remnants BHs in
early protogalaxies (e.g. Alvarez et al. 2009; Smith et al.
2018; Pfister et al. 2019) have found that they spend long
periods in low-density regions away from the cores of the
parent halos. We expect our binaries to have trajecto-
ries resembling low-eccentricity elliptical orbits such that
they spend long enough times in the dense regions of the
halo to increase their mass through accretion, similar to
the behavior of single BHs that have been simulated so
far in the literature. Nevertheless, our toy models sug-
gest that it may be sufficient to spend tens of Myr in the
inner ∼pc, where accretion can be near the Eddington
limit, or as little as a few thousand years in the dense
core where hyper-accretion occurs, for such ’wandering’
BHs to ∼double their mass. The viability of this scenario
needs to be confirmed in future, high-resolution simula-
tions, which can accurately track the trajectories and
accretion rates of individual stellar-mass BH remnants
as they traverse the highly inhomogeneous inner regions
of their parent halo, including the effects of gas drag and
of radiative feedback on the nearby gas.

Finally, placing the binary in a gaseous environment,
as envisioned here, can lead to gas-driven inspiral which
is shorter than the inspiral time due to GW emission,
and also shorter than the accretion timescale (although
longer than the drag timescale on the center-of-mass mo-
tion). By simulating binaries in a common envelope (CE)
phase Antoni et al. (2019) find that they merge before
they can double their mass, for the ranges of parameters
they investigated. The regime in our scenario differs in
important ways from those studied in the CE context.
First, the binaries traversing the inhomogeneous gas dis-
tribution inside atomic cooling halos will ancounter gas
with angular momentum, unlike the wind tunnel sim-
ulations of a CE phase. The resulting circumbinary
disk can slow down (or even reverse) the binary inspiral.
For example, Tiede et al. (2020) finds the ratio of the
orbital evolution timescale and the accretion timescale
−5 < (a/ȧ)/(Mbh/Ṁbh) < 3 for circumbinary disks with
Mach numbers in the range 10 <M < 40, implying that
binaries in relatively warm disks can accrete significantly
as they inspiral. Second, in our case the binary separa-
tion is much smaller than its BHL radius, and gas drag
from a BHL-like ”wake” cannot operate. This regime has
not been explored in CE simulations, and we expect the
gas drag to become less important in such cases. Future
work should address whether rapid inspiral in this regime
prevents accretion, and/or modifies the DTDs.

While we have focused on the case of a BBH in a proto-
galaxy, we can alternatively consider single Pop III rem-
nant BHs that grow via accretion in the way described
here. Cosmological N-body simulations have suggested
that Pop III remnant BHs are concentrated in the cen-
ters of halos and subhalos (e.g. Ishiyama et al. 2016),
and the heaviest remnants would sink to the innermost
regions (Madau & Rees 2001) and participate in dynam-
ical capture processes at lower redshifts. While a merger
of two such Pop III remnants is likely rare, in the case
of GW190521, an alternative possibility is that only the
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primary is above the PI limit (see related discussion in
Fishbach & Holz 2020). This could be explained as the
dynamical pairing of a Pop III remnant BH with a less
massive companion, the latter having formed as a rem-
nant of normal massive star formation at lower redshift.

Finally, if either single or binary Pop III BHs can
grow via accretion, then even more massive BBHs, pos-
sibly well above that of GW190521, may be expected
through this channel. The detectability of these events
will be suppressed as they redshift out of the sensitivity
band of the current ground-based detectors. However,
observations with future instruments covering lower fre-
quencies, such as DECIGO (Kawamura et al. 2011) or
LISA (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017), can shed light on the
prevalence of the mechanism proposed here.
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2006176 and 1715661, and NASA grant NNX17AL82G
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